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The Constantine plan 1959-1964 

This five-year plane was announced on October 3rd, 1958 
by the French colonial administration. The plan s multiple 
purposes were a land reform, housing construction, schooling of 
Algerian children, creation of new jobs and an increase in the 
minimum wages paid to the "indigenous" workers. 

This plan's coast was estimated at 2000 billionsff (French 
francs) and would raise the estimated of living of the Algerian 
population by 20% the hidden objectives of this plan were to 
strengthen French capitalism. 

In Algeria, create an Algerian bourgeoisie sympathetic to 
the French administration, neutralize Algerian nationalism led 
by the FLN (National liberation front) and project a prestigious 
image of France to international public opinion. 



 

 

Among the goal of this plane was the Constriction in four 
years of a 400.000 tons steel mill at EL-HADJAR (Annaba) 
using the iron of the Ouensamines. Coal would be used as an 
iron reductant in the electric-arc furnace. The necessary cock 
estimated at 200.000 tons would be imported. Energy would be 
supplied by a power station using Hassi R' Mel natural gas. 
Rolling –mills would transform steel into sheet-metals (300.000 
tons) and tubes for pipe –liens. 

-Read the text and answer the questions? 

1-choose an appropriate title for each paragraph? 

2-translate the following words into Arabic 

1. indigenous. 
2. Algerian bourgeoisie. 
3. Algerian population. 
4. National liberation front. 
5. The Constantine plan. 
6. the French colonial. 
7. Strengthen. 

3-rasense of the plan?  

3-difinition The Constantine plan?. 

-Conclusion. 

The Impact of the Constantine plan on the Algerian revolution?  

 

 

 

 


